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Prospective students can learn about the MBA program that best fits their a comprehensive table that compares full-time
MBA programs with executive programs. students, known as a cohort, which can become a valuable lifelong network.

But how you turn that degree into meaningful career movement is another challenge, and one you might want
to tackle even before starting a program. The admissions requirements for both are generally very extensive.
The part-time MBA is geared for employees who work full time, but are not yet in leadership positions. She
has been advising MBA applicants since  Despite the cost-benefit analysis , the great majority of business
school alumni self-report very positive experiences and high value from their MBA degrees. According to
admissions consultant Natalie Grinblatt Epstein , a former MBA admissions dean and director at Cornell and
the University of Michigan: Part-time programs are perfect for the year-old career enhancer but rarely serve
the career changer. See related categories:. Traditionally, Berkeley Haas ranks among the most exclusive
full-time MBA programs, with just a 12 percent acceptance rate for the Class of  Executives who have
historically had their part-time MBA fees paid for them are questioning the return on investment ROI. Bottom
Line: If you can't quit your job and want an MBA degree, an online option is a great opportunity to do it on
your time. According to Epstein: Aggregated, the part-time applicant pool is not as competitive or as diverse
in terms of admissions as schools typically receive fewer applications, and they are limited to their immediate
region and the industries that dominate that industry. Other Master's degrees in related fields are also good
options for somebody looking to focus on economics, statistics, applied mathematics, or accounting. In recent
years, the trend has been to develop EMBA programs taught in different nations, often through alliances
between business schools. Part-time programs require fewer class hours each week but sometimes take as long
as two to five years to complete. In most cases, you must be able to demonstrate academic merit and the
potential to succeed. The career counseling support, summer internships, and on-campus interviews at these
schools make them well-suited for career changers. What Are the Typical Admissions Requirements? MBA
programs not only ready students to work for financial institutions such as banks but also prepare them for
management positions in other fields or as founders of start-up companies. The executive MBA EMBA is
designed for students with years of work experience in executive or leadership rolesâ€”typically, these
students are between 32 and years-old. As such, it exempts students from the study of more basic management
theory and practice. On a scale of one to ten, with ten reflecting the most enthusiastic recommendation
possible, graduates gave their programs an average score of 9. Part-time MBA programs typically come in two
flavors. At any quality full-time residential MBA program, there are on-campus presentations from corporate
recruiters, on-campus interviews with potential employers, and an endless stream of job opportunities,
particularly at the better schools. Unlike part-time MBA programs that often require you to sit in a class for a
couple of nights a week, you don't have to commute to an actual location and be physically present anywhere.
Work experience is usually less of an issue for part-time MBA admissions committees, as students generally
work full-time throughout the course, but part-time candidates may need to get proof of employer support
before a business school admits them to their program. Some are purely online, with no face-to-face sessions.
There is also the expectation that students will live on or near campus and regularly attend classes. So what
does this all mean? Still, many graduates of online MBA programs are reporting positive outcomes
immediately after getting their degrees. Not surprisingly, this chart from U. According to the Executive M.
With full-time or part-time and on-campus or online programs, along with the three above options, it is easy to
get confused and overwhelmed about which option is best. These students tend to be years old and take classes
after work, in the evenings or on weekends to enhance their career. The wide variety of MBA programs now
available is a result of how business schools have applied marketing strategies to boost enrollment. Part-timers
typically do not have the same access to comprehensive career services as full-time programs because
company presentations and interviews are typically held during the day. Like any ranking, it includes a wealth
of data on admission standards, program features, along with the time takes to get an MBA from a school.
Should You Study Part-Time? For those in managerial or leadership roles, the executive MBA might be a
more suitable part-time option. EMBA students complete classes with the same group of students, known as a
cohort, which can become a valuable lifelong network. Students needing MBA scholarships or fellowships can
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benefit from full-time enrollment. The Chartered Financial Analyst , or CFA program, is a self-study program
which offers a comprehensive curriculum covering three levels of study. Each MBA program performs this
educational task a bit differently, however.


